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सᭇǌJovana࠷܋፥ ̎ǌChristophॴڎ̓ ͯᑀఀᤐप
ᄊᝠښዛРᄱ᥅Ὂ2010 ҂Ὂࠫڀࣲ ࢺፒ͜ڎ˗
ᓨᤉᛡᝍˁे̽ᝠѹͻǍ̓ ̡СՏѹथֶྭืॎ֗ᚸ
ᝠڏ˺ᯞǍᚸᝠڏ˺ᯞ˞᭤ᄝѾНᄞጸጻὊ௧˗ڎኄʷ˔
͜ፒࢺᓨెநڏ˺ᯞǍХॷΎ֑௧ં˗͜ڎፒࢺᓨᝍ
ੇెநˁࢺᓨὊె࠲நᆑቃᄊੇ౧ଢΙፌЛုᄊᝠ
֗ᓨషࠒὊࣳᴂҵХᤂၹᝍᄊন፥ˁ͜ፒࢺᓨͻڪՌͻὊ
తጼү͜ፒӑᄊ֗͜े̽ᝠᄊѹͻǍ

The three designers with different backgrounds, 
Zhang Lei, Jovana (Serbia), Christoph (Germany) 
met in Milan, returned to Hangzhou [HT1] in 2010,  
and started their career deconstructing traditional 
Chinese handicrafts and contemporary design creation. 
They jointly created PINWU and RONG Design Library. 
Rong Design Library is a non-profit organization and 
the first domestic library of traditional handicraft 
materials. Its core mission is to deconstruct traditional 
Chinese handcrafts into materials and crafts, provide 
the results of materials research to designers and 
artists around the world, and to encourage them 
to cooperate with traditional handcraft workshops 
with deconstructive thinking, in the end, to promote 
the inheritance of traditional culture and creation in 
contemporary design. 

Tié ᚮ
ᄕጮ�Rice Paper
70 x 60 x 83 cm

Air
ቬǌᨂ�Bamboo, Steel
70 x 60 x 83 cm

ᝠ�& MEW ᇜՇڡࢺඔѹ̡ݽὊඌˊ̆˗ڎᎿషߦ
ᬓὊขڏڎӶШᰴᓨషߦᬓ̿ԣॴڎӊ៸ளᓨషߦᬓǍ�
ᒭ2009 ࣲᡑὊ˄ ฌࣱ̆᭧ᝀᝠᄊӑǌᓨష̿ԣ࠻
ᮗ۫Ὂᨑᖔښˌ᜵ːመӑஔᐲԣၷำဗܒ˨ˀல࠭ڡ
ᅌᑟܵ͜ᒭᢶ˔ভᄊᝀឦᝓǍᢶ͋ᄊവዺὊႍ۫ڡᬍᄊ�
Ύݝ๗ܿὊݝఞҫТฌᝀڏॎవᢶὊਓܱᄊǌϦԧᄊǌదᡚᄊǌ
ᬤᄊǌˀ ࣱᛦᄊὊᤈ̏ఞҫጺᓬ̿ԣᣐᄊഐঐ௧ݝᄊѹ
ͻүǍྡֶ͕ܳ֗ښԣᓨషὊᓨష֗ࠒᎿషᯞՌͻࣱ
᭧ᝀᝠᄊՏὊ2017ࣲὊᨑᖔѹथ̀MEW ᇜՇࢺ
ඔֶྡὊరమᤰᤈ˔ቇ˗᭤ᝀӑᄊྭ͈ੋᣒʹὊڡ
ॎ᮳ಫڏᄊᝀࣂᓨᄊ۳ᆩʽὊҫКᤉᒭࢺࢺδ႑͜ፒښ
ԣឦᝓǍ

ඡจ�Bulla
ழ᜵РጦᎽඐ�
Pure new zealand wool
200 x 300 cm
2018

Qian Jing is the designer and founder of MEW 
handmade carpet. She graduated from China 
Academy of Fine Arts, the Institut supérieur des arts 
de Toulouse in France, and the Bauhaus-Universität 
Weimar in Germany. Since 2009, Qian Jing has been 
focusing on the culture, art and fashion in graphic 
design, and searching for a visual language that may 
convey her own personality between the two cultures 
and living environments. Touched by the ambiguity 
of identity and the disappearance of geographical 
boundaries in her own experience, she pays more 
attention to the visual graphics itself: the accidental, 
sporadic, interesting, random, unbalanced concepts 
that are more detailed and relaxed constitute her 
creative motivation. She has collaborated with multiple 
brands and art institutions, artists and art galleries 
in graphic design, and in 2017, Qian Jing founded the 
MEW handmade carpet, with the ambition to integrate 
her own visual graphic style and language in carpet, 
the key visual object or carrier in a space, on the basis 
of retaining the traditional handcraft. 
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�The Wallܗ
ழ᜵РጦᎽඐ�
Pure new zealand wool
204 x 300 cm
2018


